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Countless people were taken in straight from their homes and workplaces to aid in the investigations.

The people getting brought away were mostly heinous individuals with a mountain of evidence proving their
dirty work. These were people that would certainly be thrown in jail after they had gone through the formal
procedures.

This storm wreaked through the entire country and it almost flipped the medical treatment industry and
pharmaceutical enterprises on its head.

As one of the first five largest privately-owned pharmaceutical industries, the Seatreasures Group was pretty
much in the eye of this storm.

At the same time, countless people slammed their palms on the table and exclaimed that even the heavens
were helping Jasper when they saw the news.

The stock market, known to be the most sensitive measure when it came to news regarding the world’s
industries, had already begun to react.

The moment the statement was released, the pharmaceutical sector’s index began to plummet. All share prices
of listed enterprises relating to medicine began to crash.

Shares of the largest privately-owned pharmaceutical enterprises in the country began to tank, spearheaded by
Seatreasures Group. Not even investors or organizations could hold on to their stocks once news of officials
investigations of those enterprises broke.

Sell!



Sell!

Sell!

Everyone immediately sold their shares of the relevant enterprises.

At this moment, shares of pharmaceutical enterprises were like hot potatoes that nobody wanted to hold.

The share prices were dyed a tragic red, and the blood-like color representing the disintegration of an
astronomical amount of funds that had been invested in the pharmaceutical enterprises.

The harsh drop in the pharmaceutical sector caused an overall drop in the larger market as well.

Everyone was instantly terrified.

While Harbor Stock’s situation was not as tragic as the domestic class A securities market, Seatreasures
Group’s share price was still drowning in a sea of red.

Investors were not idiots, and countless people immediately began to sell their own shares once news got out.
No one dared to fight the market at such a time.

The mystical sight of only sales and not buy-ins subsequently appeared.

Seatreasures Group’s market price dropped by 3 billion in half an hour!

At that moment, Jasper had already returned to the hotel and was in a video call with Jake.



“Mr. Laine, it’s just too startling. Other than the financial tsunami stock crisis and the bursting of the dot-com
bubble, I’ve never seen shares prices drop so fast before. We’ve already achieved the 10% drop that you

aimed for today!”

Jake’s voice was laced with shock and respect.

He finally understood why Jasper asked him not to make too big a movement. He had bought shares back then,
and without doing anything at all, the funds had already dropped by 10%.

Moreover, this drop in share price seemed to be just a small part of an ongoing trend. No one knew how much

money would be left in the end.

Jasper’s laptop screen displayed the trendline of Seatreasures Group’s share price on Harbor Stocks.

As of this moment, Seatreasures Group’s share price had already hit the limit down.Millions of sell-out orders
had resulted in Seatreasures Group’s share prices lying unmovingly at the limit down.

Jasper smiled softly and asked, “What do you think we should do next?”

Jake was stunned by Jasper’ s sudden question.

‘Next?

‘There’s still more to come?

‘Wasn’t the deal just to cause a 20% drop in Seatreasures Group’s share prices within three days?’



‘From the way things look, Seatreausers Group’s share prices will definitely hit limit down tomorrow no

matter what. By the end of tomorrow, the 20% goal will be easily achieved without us needing to do

anything.

‘What more do we need to do?’

“There’s no way Alban will go down so easily. After all, Seatreasures Group is listed on Harbor Stocks and he
is in a much better position than the other pharmaceutical enterprises listed as domestic class A shares,” Jasper
said calmly.
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